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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2 **** Shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] An optical element characterized by making said film transform in the shape of a wave according to

electrostatic force which has a substrate which has a field which is a field and concave which are a convex, and

a film which was prepared so that said substrate might be covered, and which carries out elastic deformation,

and changes periodically.

[Claim 2] It is the optical element characterized by being within the limits of 1/2 to 1/4 of wavelength of light which

carries out incidence of the amplitude of deformation of the shape of said wave in claim 1

.

[Claim 3] A drive method of an optical element according to claim 1 characterized by changing the depth of a

configuration made to deform by changing magnitude of said electrostatic force.

[Claim 4] A drive method of an optical element according to claim 1 characterized by changing a gap of a

configuration made to deform by changing a period which said electrostatic force joins.

[Claim 5] An optical arm head for the account rec/play student equipments of optical characterized by providing

an optical element of claim 1

.

[Claim 6] Account rec/play student equipment of optical characterized by providing an optical arm head of claim

5.

[Claim 7] The light source A diffraction means which is made to diffract a part of incident light if needed with an

electrical signal, and carries out a opening limit An incidence means to lead a light beam to said diffraction

means A photo conductor A scan means to control the direction of said light beam and to scan said light beam,

an image formation means to carry out image formation of the spot of said light beam which carries out outgoing

radiation from said diffraction means to said photo conductor, and a control means that controls said diffraction

means, said scan means, and said photo conductor It is the airline printer equipped with the above, and is

characterized by changing magnitude of said spot of said light beam by controlling said diffraction means.

[Claim 8] A source of the white light A diffraction means to change an angle of diffraction with an electrical signal

A light-receiving means to receive light from said diffraction means A light modulation means to modulate light

drawn from said light-receiving means A control means which controls a projection means, and said diffraction

means and said light modulation means It is image projection equipment equipped with the above, and the

spectrum of the white light is carried out to a colored light with said diffraction means, and it is characterized by

carrying out incidence of said colored light to said light-receiving means alternatively by controlling said

diffraction means further.

[Claim 9] The airline printer characterized by to scan said light beam and to form an electrostatic latent image on

said photo conductor by controlling said diffraction means in the airline printer which has the image-formation

means to which said photo conductor is made to carry out image formation of the light source, a diffraction

means change an angle of diffraction with an electrical signal, an incidence means lead a light beam to said

diffraction means, a photo conductor, and the light beam that carries out outgoing radiation from said diffraction

means, and the control means which controls said diffraction means and said photo conductor.

[Claim 10] The light source A diffraction means to change diffraction efficiency with an electrical signal An
incidence means to lead a light beam to said diffraction means A photo conductor A scan means to control the
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direction of said light beam and to scan said light beam, an image formation means to carry out image formation

of the diffracted light of said light beam which carries out outgoing radiation from said diffraction means to said

photo conductor, and a control means that controls said diffraction means and said photo conductor It is the

airline printer equipped with the above, and by controlling said diffraction means, reinforcement of said diffracted

light is changed and it is characterized by forming an electrostatic latent image on said photo conductor.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[The technical field to which invention belongs] This invention relates to an airline printer and image projection equipment at the

information storage device list using the optical element and the exchangeable optical disk which constitute optical system.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] First, the conventional diffraction grating is explained.

[0003] Drawing 10 is explanatory drawing showing the configuration of an example of the conventional reflective mold diffraction

grating. A diffraction grating has the configuration which attached the reflective film 2 to the substrate 1 which established the slot in

the fixed gap. Incident light is made to generate phase contrast with the irregularity of the surface which consists of said slot, and it

produces and cheats out of the diffracted light in the specific direction. Said substrate 1 processes optical materials, such as glass,

and is made. Moreover, since it determined in a configuration, needless to say, optical properties, such as an angle of the

aforementioned diffraction and effectiveness, were not able to change the property of one element.

[0004] Next, the conventional optical arm head is explained.

[0005] Drawing 1

1

is explanatory drawing showing the configuration of the conventional optical arm head. Said optical arm head

consists of semiconductor laser 3, a photodiode 12, a hologram 4, a collimator lens 5, a starting mirror 6, and an objective lens 7.

The laser beam which carried out outgoing radiation from said semiconductor laser 3 passes through said hologram 4, is changed

into parallel light by said collimator lens 5, and a direction can be changed, it is condensed by said starting mirror 6 with said

objective lens 7, and it forms a spot on an optical disk 8 by it. The reflected light from said optical disk 8 passes along said objective

lens 7, can change a direction by said starting mirror 6, and is condensed by said collimator lens 5 and said hologram 4 on said

photodiode 12.

[0006] By the way, the optical disk which has specification various in recent years has appeared on the market in the commercial

scene. Especially, the optical disk of DVD specification may be replaced with CD from now on, and may overwhelm a commercial

scene. On the other hand, since the activity of the past CD property is also called for, the account rec/play student equipment of

optica! which can respond to the disk of both DVD/CD is called for. A track pitch mainly differs from substrate thickness by DVD
specification and CD specification. Since it corresponds to this difference, various methods are proposed.

[0007] An objective lens is first changed to one of them, and there is a method using the independent optical system designed for

every substrate thickness. As for this method, a configuration becomes large-scale, and, as for a cost rise, ** does not have ****.

[0008] Next, there is the method of always forming the spot corresponding to two kinds of substrate thickness using double focal

optical system. Since it will always make useless the quantity of light of the spot of those, who are not using it, this has a large

energy loss, and when making the optical disk in which record like DVD-RAM is possible correspond, high power laser must be

used for it. Moreover, generally a double focal lens has a high manufacturing cost. Therefore, it becomes the cause of a cost rise

too.

[0009] There is the other method of inserting a opening limit element in optical system. In JP,8-335330,A, an annular filter is

inserted in the optical system beforehand designed for DVD, and the method to which reduce a numerical aperture and CD is made
to correspond is indicated. Moreover, in JP,9-50647,A, the method of inserting a polarizing filter similarly is indicated. However, by

these methods, the device in which a filter is taken in and out mechanically must be added, and it is also difficult for a cost rise to

realize optical precision from the first.

[0010] On the other hand, in JP,9-161306,A or JP,9-161307,A, the opening limit element by the liquid crystal device controlled

electrically is used. Therefore, since mechanical actuation is not performed, the above evils are avoidable.

[0011] Moreover, the conventional airline printer is explained. Drawing 12 is explanatory drawing showing the configuration of the

conventional airline printer. An airline printer consists of semiconductor laser 3, a collimator lens 14, a cylindrical lens 15, a mirror

34, the polygon mirror 16, a spherical lens 17, a toric lens 18, a photoconductor drum 19, and a control circuit 20. The laser beam
21 which carried out outgoing radiation from said semiconductor laser 3 serves as a beam of parallel light by the collimator lens 14,
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and carries out incidence to the polygon mirror 16 through a cylindrical lens 15. The reflected light of the polygon mirror 16 is

condensed on a photoconductor drum 19 through a spherical lens 17 and a toric lens 18. The polygon mirror 16 changes the

direction of a laser beam quickly within a fixed angle by rotation, and makes a photoconductor drum 19 top scan. Said

semiconductor laser 3, said polygon mirror 16, and said photoconductor drum 19 are controlled by said control circuit 20. That is,

from a host computer, after changing data into reception and printing data, said control circuit 20 modulates the current which flows

to said semiconductor laser 3 according to said printing data, synchronizes said current with coincidence, and rotates said polygon

mirror 16 and said photoconductor drum 19. Thereby, the electrostatic latent image of an image is formed on said photoconductor

drum 19.

[0012] By the way, generally the image treated with an airline printer is roughly divided into the portion of a detailed pattern, and the

solid field which colors the whole surface homogeneity. In order to print a detailed pattern, the laser spot on a photoconductor drum

19 must be small enough, but in order to print a solid field beautifully conversely, it is desirable to enlarge a laser spot. However, in

the conventional airline printer, the path of a spot was always fixed.

[0013] Moreover, in the conventional airline printer, the direction of a laser beam was quickly changed within the fixed angle, and a

mirror of a rotating type like said polygon mirror 16 was used for making a photoconductor drum 19 top scan.

[0014] Moreover, in the conventional airline printer by the method using gas laser, elements of **, such as AOM and a liquid crystal

device, were used for the intensity modulation of said laser beam.

[0015] Moreover, conventional image projection equipment is explained. Drawing 13 is explanatory drawing showing the

configuration of conventional image projection equipment. Image projection equipment consists of the source 21 of the white light,

a condenser lens 22, a color filter 35, the light-receiving lens 23, a mirror 27, a light modulation element 24, a projection lens 25,

and a control circuit 20. Incidence of the light which carried out outgoing radiation is carried out to said color filter 35 through said

condenser lens 22 from said source 21 of the white light. Said color filter 35 is carrying out green, blue, and the disc-like

configuration that consists of three fields of the sector which makes only each red's light penetrate, and is rotating by the motor.

Said motor is controlled by the control circuit 20 synchronous with said light modulation element 24. Said light modulation element

24 is what accumulated the minute mirror or minute light valve of a number corresponding to the number of pixels of a screen,

cooperates with said color filter 35, and gives a color and light and darkness to each pixel on a screen. Consequently, it had a

configuration which a screen projects on a screen 26 through said projection lens 25.

[0016]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] First, by the method of changing a spot with the opening limit by the aforementioned

liquid crystal device in the aforementioned optical arm head, when an element had to be carried too much, since loss of about [ that

the liquid crystal device itself is expensive ] and light was also large, when making the optical disk in which record too like DVD-
RAM is possible correspond, it had the technical problem that high power laser had to be used.

[0017] Moreover, it was always difficult for unevenness to arise to a solid field and to print the path of a spot beautifully from a

detailed pattern to a solid field with the conventional fixed airline printer. Furthermore, although it was expected that a demand in a

high definition image will increase from now on and it was expected that the path of a spot became still smaller, it had the technical

problem that printing of a uniform solid field became difficult by coincidence.

[0018] Moreover, in the conventional airline printer which used a mirror of a rotating type like said polygon mirror 16, it rotated by

the motor, and said polygon mirror 16 is ** and had become causes, such as enlargement of an airline printer, formation of large

power consumption, noise, and pyrexia. The method by the polygon mirror was coming for coincidence to the limit to the demand of

high-speed printing.

[0019] Moreover, in the conventional airline printer which used elements, such as AOM and a liquid crystal device, for the intensity

modulation of said laser beam, generally the element was expensive and the speed of response was also slow. Therefore, it had

the technical problem that it was difficult to constitute a high speed and a low cost airline printer.

[0020] Moreover, with the conventional image projection equipment which rotates a color filter 35 by the motor, a large-scale thing,

power consumption, the noise, pyrexia, etc. had become a problem. On the other hand, with the formation of small lightweight of a

peripheral device, the demand of a miniaturization of image projection equipment is increasing and solution of said problem has

been a still more important technical problem in recent years.

[0021] So, it is at this invention, It aims at offering the drive method of the optical element used for said each equipment at the

optical arm head which solved many aforementioned problems, the account rec/play student equipment of optical, an airline printer,

and an image projection equipment list, and said optical element.

[0022]

[Means for Solving the Problem] An optical element of this invention has a substrate which has a field which is a field and concave

which are (1) convex, and a film which was prepared so that said substrate might be covered and which carries out elastic

deformation, and is characterized by making said film transform in the shape of a wave according to electrostatic force which

changes periodically.

[0023] (2) In an optical element given in the 1st term, amplitude of deformation of the shape of said wave is characterized by being
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within the limits of 1/2 to 1/4 of wavelength of light which carries out incidence.

[0024] (3) Moreover, a drive method of an optical element of this invention is characterized by changing the depth of a configuration

made to deform by changing magnitude of said electrostatic force in an optical element of the above (1).

[0025] (4) It is characterized by changing a gap of a configuration made to deform by changing further a period which said

electrostatic force joins in an optical element of the above (1).

[0026] (5) An optical arm head for the account rec/play student equipments of optical of this invention is characterized by providing

an optical element of the above (1).

[0027] (6) Account rec/play student equipment of optical of this invention is characterized by providing an optical arm head of the

above (5).

[0028] (7) A diffraction means which an airline printer of this invention makes diffract a part of incident light if needed with the light

source and an electrical signal, and carries out a opening limit, An incidence means to lead a light beam to said diffraction means,

a photo conductor, and a scan means to control the direction of said light beam and to scan said light beam, In an airline printer

which has an image formation means to carry out image formation of the spot of said light beam which carries out outgoing

radiation from said diffraction means to said photo conductor, and a control means which controls said diffraction means, said scan

means, and said photo conductor It is characterized by changing magnitude of said spot of said light beam by controlling said

diffraction means.

[0029] (8) A diffraction means by which image projection equipment of this invention changes an angle of diffraction with a source

of the white light, and an electrical signal, In image projection equipment which has a control means which controls a light-receiving

means to receive light from said diffraction means, a light modulation means to modulate light drawn from said light-receiving

means, a projection means, and said diffraction means and said light modulation means The spectrum of the white light is carried

out to a colored light with said diffraction means, and it is characterized by carrying out incidence of said colored light to said light-

receiving means alternatively by controlling said diffraction means further.

[0030] (9) A diffraction means by which an airline printer of this invention changes an angle of diffraction with the light source and

an electrical signal, In an airline printer which has an incidence means to lead a light beam to said diffraction means, a photo

conductor, an image formation means to carry out image formation of the light beam which carries out outgoing radiation from said

diffraction means to said photo conductor, and a control means that controls said diffraction means and said photo conductor An
airline printer characterized by scanning said light beam and forming an electrostatic latent image on said photo conductor by

controlling said diffraction means.

[0031] (10) A diffraction means by which an airline printer of this invention changes diffraction efficiency with the light source and an

electrical signal, An incidence means to lead a light beam to said diffraction means, a photo conductor, and a scan means to

control the direction of said light beam and to scan said light beam, In an airline printer which has an image formation means to

carry out image formation of the diffracted light of said light beam which carries out outgoing radiation from said diffraction means
to said photo conductor, and a control means which controls said diffraction means and said photo conductor By controlling said

diffraction means, reinforcement of said diffracted light is changed and it is characterized by forming an electrostatic latent image

on said photo conductor.

[0032]

[Embodiment of the Invention]

(Example 1) The example of this invention is shown below and it explains to it using drawing.

[0033] Drawing 1 is explanatory drawing showing the configuration of the optical element which is one example of this invention.

Said optical element consists of films 10 of the electrode 9 attached in the crevice of the glass substrate 1 and said substrate, and
the silicon prepared so that said substrate might be covered. Said electrode 9 is for producing and cheating out of electrostatic

force between said films 10 and said substrates 1. It consists of what specifically vapor-deposited ITO. Or said substrate may be
made into the three-tiered structure of glass-AuCr-glass, and you may make it the configuration in which the AuCr electrode 9

exists in the whole surface in said crevice by etching. The central ellipse portion and the circumference portion except a crevice are

a convex in the same height, and anode plate cementation of said substrate 1 is carried out with said film in this portion. Moreover,

said ellipse-like crevice is the hollow field which has the space surrounded by said film 10 and said substrate 1, though natural.

Since said film 10 is silicon, it is conductivity, and it serves as the electrode at the time of using electrostatic force. In addition, what
attached the electrode to the material which are not conductivity, such as a poly membrane, separately is sufficient as said film 10.

Moreover, the laminating of the reflective films, such as gold or golden chromium, is carried out so that the light which carries out

incidence to said film may be reflected in said substrate 1 of said film 10, and the opposite side of the field which counters with

sufficient reflection factor. In addition, in the text, said reflective film will call a reflector the field by which the laminating is carried

out.

[0034] First, if the electrode of said film 10 and said substrate 1 is this potential, among both, attraction will not be committed but

said film 10 will form the flat field with own tension. Therefore, the light which carried out incidence is reflected in said reflector at

the angle same as it is as an incident angle.
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[0035] Next, alternating voltage is impressed to inter-electrode [ of said film 10 and said substrate 1 ]. That is, said substrate 1 and

said film 10 have the potential difference periodically, or are made to become this potential. Then, among both, a suction force

occurs according to electrostatic force according to the potential difference. In the moment of having the potential difference, elastic

deformation is carried out in the direction which sees and becomes depressed from a reflector. On the other hand, in the moment
of becoming this potential, a suction force is canceled and said film 10 tends to return to an again flat condition with elasticity. By

repeating said process, vibration occurs on said film 10.

[0036] Here, to the frequency of said alternating voltage, if the rigidity of said film 10 is high enough, it will synchronize with driver

voltage completely and said whole film will vibrate by one. However, if the frequency of said alternating voltage exceeds constant

value when rigidity is not sufficiently high, it will become impossible for said film 10 to run by one. Consequently, the wave

generated near [ said ] the electrode is spread toward the fixed end. It is reflected on the boundary of said crevice used as the fixed

end, and heights, and said wave interferes with the wave of a basis, and forms a standing wave on said film.

[0037] In this example, it has an ellipse and a said heart ellipse-like standing wave arises along with this line, and the boundary of

the crevice of said substrate 1 and heights deforms in the shape of a wave, as the dashed line showed. Consequently, when light

carries out incidence to a film surface, if functions as a diffraction grating of the reflective mold which has the property decided by

the wavelength of said standing wave, and wavelength of incident light. That is, when wavelength of p and incident light is set to

lambda and an integer is set to n for the pitch of a standing wave, it has the work which makes light diffract in the direction of theta

which fills n lambda/p=sin theta. Here, the width of said electrode 9 may produce said standing wave more efficiently, if it is made
into about 1/2 size of said pitch p.

[0038] that is, when it applies to equipment, the gap of the fixed end of said optical element, i.e., the width of a crevice and the

frequency of said alternating voltage, is determined as the wavelength of the light source by the aforementioned formula that said

pitch p and said angle of diffraction should be set up at a correlation attachment **** value. Moreover, what is necessary is just to

make it the amplitude of deformation of the shape of said wave serve as the abbreviation 1/4 for the wavelength of said light

source, in order to make it diffract most efficiently. For example, what is necessary is just to set said amplitude to about 195nm,

supposing the wavelength of said light source is 780nm. Said amplitude is determined on the thickness of said film of said optical

element, the depth of a crevice, the level of said alternating voltage, etc.

[0039] On the other hand, since a center section always maintains a plane, it always commits alternating voltage as a plane mirror

irrespective of impressing and bending. Although the light which is equivalent to the field of a center section is reflected at an angle

equal to an incident angle by this when parallel light carries out incidence all over this optical element, the light which hits the field

which deformed in the shape of a wave by one side is drawn in the direction which are scattered about and is different from the

aforementioned light. If optical system is constituted so that only the light reflected at the angle equal to an incident angle may be

condensed and used, it can use as a mirror which has the function in which impression of alternating voltage restricts a numerical

aperture.

[0040] In addition, the dashed line in drawing is what showed the situation of deformation of said film notionally, and it cannot be

overemphasized that said pitch p increases far [ the number of mountains ] to the practical magnitude of this optical element in
****

and actual application by only three drawing the number of mountains since it is far small.

[0041] Moreover, although the boundary of the crevice of said substrate 1 and heights has an ellipse, incident light carries out

oblique incidence of this to this optical element, and it will be because it assumed using for the optical system which must be

circular, and if an incident angle becomes zero, said boundary serves as a perfect circle, and it will serve as an ellipse with big

oblateness as an incident angle increases. That is, the form of said boundary is decided to be arbitration according to the form of

the beam for which it asks. Therefore, the form of said boundary is not restricted to an ellipse.

[0042] Drawing 2 is explanatory drawing showing the configuration of one example of the optical arm head which used the optical

element of this invention. Actuation of the optical arm head of this example is explained using drawing 1 and drawing 2 .

[0043] Said optical arm head consists of semiconductor laser 3, a photodiode 12, a hologram 4, a collimator lens 5, an optical

element 1 1 , and an objective lens 7. First, it is made for said film 10 of said optical element and said electrode 9 of said substrate to

become this potential at the time of DVD playback. Then, since said film 10 serves as a flat field with own tension, it functions as

the conventional starting mirror similarly. In addition, in this condition, the optimum design of the optical system is carried out to the

DVD disk. Then, the laser beam which carried out outgoing radiation from said semiconductor laser 3 passes through a hologram

4, is changed into parallel light by said collimator lens 5, and forms the spot which could change the direction, was condensed by

said optical element 1 1 with the objective lens 7, and was suitable for the DVD disk on the optical disk 8 with the optical element.

The reflected light from said optical disk passes along an objective lens 7, can change a direction by the optical element 11, and is

condensed by a collimator lens 5 and the hologram 4 on a photodiode 12.

[0044] On the other hand, at the time of CD playback, alternating voltage is impressed to inter-electrode [ of said film of said optical

element, and said substrate / said ]. Then, in the field in which said substrate of said optical element is concave, a standing wave is

formed in the shape of a said heart ellipse. Consequently, since it is still flat, light is reflected at an angle equal to an incident angle,

but in the field which deformed in the shape of a wave, since the field where said substrate of a center section is a convex is
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diffracted and are scattered about, it is not condensed by the spot of said optical disk. That is, said optical element functions as a

mirror which had the numerical aperture restricted. In drawing 2 , the dashed line showed this situation. Thereby, the spot suitable

for CD playback is formed. By adjusting the area size of said center section, the path of said spot can be made the optimal.

[0045] In addition, said pitch p of said optical element will be decided to fill n lambda/p=sin theta here, if wavelength of theta and

incident light is set to lambda and an integer is set to n for the minimum angle at which said diffracted light is not condensed by said

spot. The gap of the fixed end of said optical element and the frequency of said alternating voltage determine this. Moreover, what

is necessary is just to make it the amplitude of deformation of the shape of said wave serve as the abbreviation 1/4 for the

wavelength of said light source, in order to make it diffract most efficiently. For example, supposing the wavelength of said light

source is 780nm, said amplitude is good if 195nm degree carries out. Moreover, the width of said electrode 9 may produce said

standing wave more efficiently, if it is made into about 1/2 size of said pitch p.

[0046] As mentioned above, actuation of only ON/OFF of an electrical signal called impression in the alternating voltage to said

optical element enables DVD and CD to constitute an optical arm head refreshable free. In this example, the number of

components does not increase for the configuration which replaces with the conventional starting mirror and inserts said optical

element. Moreover, said optical element can be easily mass-produced in a semiconductor process, and its element unit price is

also cheap. Moreover, since it is easy for a reflection factor to carry out the laminating of 90% or more of the quality of the material

to said film by sputtering etc., loss of light is also small. This sake, Even when applying a **** arm head to the optical disk in which

record like DVD-RAM is possible, laser with a comparatively small output can be managed.

[0047] Therefore, according to this invention, it is possible to offer the optical arm head and the account rec/play student equipment

of optical which can respond to the optical disk of CD/DVD only by the change of an electrical signal, without causing the cost rise

of equipment.

[0048] (Example 2) Drawing 3 is explanatory drawing showing the configuration of the optical element which is one example of this

invention. An optical element consists of an electrode 9 attached in the crevice of the glass substrate 1 and said substrate, a film 10

prepared so that said substrate might be covered, and liquefied material 13. Said electrode 9 is for producing and cheating out of

electrostatic force between said films 10 and said substrates 1, and are transparent electrodes, such as ITO. The central circular

portion and the circumference portion except a crevice are a convex in the same height, and said substrate 1 is joined to said film

10 in this portion. Moreover, the crevice of a circle configuration is the hollow field which has the space surrounded by said film and

said substrate, though natural. Said hollow field is filled up with said liquefied material 13 with which a refractive index differs from

air. said film 10 is made from the transparent quality of the materials, such as a poly membrane, - the transparent electrodes 14,

such as ITO, are attached. Since it is the same as that of an example 1 about other actuation, detailed explanation is omitted. With

this configuration, an optical element functions as a transmission grating. Therefore, it can use as an optical element which has like

an example the function in which impression of alternating voltage restricts a numerical aperture.

[0049] Drawing 4 is explanatory drawing showing the configuration of one example of the optical arm head which used the optical

element of drawing 3 . Actuation of the optical arm head of this example is explained using drawing 3 and drawing 4 .

[0050] Said optical arm head consists of semiconductor laser 3, a photodiode 12, a hologram 4, a collimator lens 5, an optical

element 1 1 , and an objective lens 7. By this example, the optical arm head as shown by drawing 2 shows a different optical arm
head of a configuration of that you made it an optic located in the shape of a straight line in accordance with an optical axis.

[0051] First, it is made for said film 10 of said optical element 1 1 and the electrode of said substrate 1 to become this potential at

the time of DVD playback. Then, since said film 10 serves as a flat field with own tension, it carries out the transparence of the light

as it is. In addition, in this condition, the optimum design of the optical system is carried out to the DVD disk. Then, the laser beam
which carried out outgoing radiation from said semiconductor laser 3 passes through a hologram 4, is changed into parallel light by

said collimator lens 5, passes through said optical element 1 1 , and forms the spot which was condensed with the objective lens 7

and was suitable for the DVD disk on the optical disk 8. The reflected light from an optical disk 8 passes along an objective lens 7,

passes through said optical element 11, and is condensed by a collimator lens 5 and the hologram 4 on a photodiode 12.

[0052] On the other hand, at the time of CD playback, alternating voltage is impressed to inter-electrode [ of said film 10 of said

optical element 1 1 , and said substrate 1 ]. Then, a standing wave is formed in a concentric circle configuration in the field in which

said substrate 1 of said optical element 1 1 is concave. Consequently, although the light which is equivalent to the field of a center

section is penetrated at an angle equal to an incident angle, the light which hits the field which deformed in the shape of a wave is

scattered about, and is not condensed by the spot of an optical disk 8. That is, said optical element 1 1 functions as an optical

element which restricts a numerical aperture. Thereby, the path of a spot becomes larger than the time of said DVD playback. By
making area size of a center section the optimal, the spot suitable for CD playback is realizable.

[0053] Therefore, also in a **** arm head, actuation of only ON/OFF of the electrical signal of impression for the alternating voltage

to said optical element 1 1 enables a numerical aperture to constitute an optical arm head refreshable free in a change, and DVD
and CD like an example 1. Although said optical element 11 must newly be inserted with a **** arm head, as compared with the

method by the liquid crystal panel used with the optical arm head of the same configuration as usual, said optical element 1 1 can

be easily mass-produced in a semiconductor process, and its element unit price is also cheap. Moreover, compared with a liquid
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crystal panel etc., loss of light is also far small. Therefore, it is possible to offer the optical arm head and the account rec/play

student equipment of optical which can respond to the optical disk of CD/DVD only by the change of an electrical signal, without

causing the cost rise of large equipment.

[0054] (Example 3) Drawing 5 is explanatory drawing showing the configuration of one example of the page printer using the

optica! element of the same this invention as the example 1 showed.

[0055] A page printer consists of semiconductor laser 3, a collimator lens 14, a cylindrical lens 15, an optical element 1 1 , the

polygon mirror 16, a spherical lens 17, a toric lens 18, a photoconductor drum 19, and a control circuit 20. The laser beam 21 which

carried out outgoing radiation from said semiconductor laser 3 serves as a beam of parallel light by the collimator lens 14, and

carries out incidence to the polygon mirror 16 through a cylindrical lens 15. The reflected light of the polygon mirror 16 is

condensed on a photoconductor drum 19 through a spherical lens 17 and a toric lens 18. The polygon mirror 16 changes the

direction of a laser beam quickly within a fixed angle by rotation, and makes a photoconductor drum 19 top scan. Said

semiconductor laser 3, said optical element 11, said polygon mirror 16, and said photoconductor drum 19 are controlled by said

control circuit 20. That is, from a host computer, after changing data into reception and printing data, said control circuit 20

modulates the current which flows to said semiconductor laser 3 according to said printing data, synchronizes said current with

coincidence, and rotates said polygon mirror 16 and said photoconductor drum 19. Thereby, the electrostatic latent image of an

image is formed on said photoconductor drum 19.

[0056] By the way, generally the image treated by the page printer is roughly divided into the portion of a detailed pattern, and the

solid field which colors the whole surface homogeneity. In order to print a detailed pattern, the laser spot on a photoconductor drum

19 must be small enough, but in order to print a solid field beautifully conversely, it is desirable to enlarge a laser spot. That is, if the

means which changes the path of a spot is carried, the printer which can be beautiful and can print from a detailed pattern to a

solid field is realizable.

[0057] Then, it is possible to use the same optical element as said optical arm head, to change the path of a spot by restricting /

canceling a numerical aperture by ON/OFF of an electrical signal, and to constitute the above printers.

[0058] Said control circuit 20 also controls said optical element 11. That is, when the pattern to be drawn on said photoconductor

drum 19 from now on is judged to be an image with change of detailed light and darkness, said film 10 and said substrate 1 of said

optical element 1 1 are made into this potential, and it considers as a flat mirror. On the other hand, when it is judged that it is a

solid field, alternating voltage is impressed between said film 10 of said optical element 11, and said substrate 1, a periphery is

used as a diffraction grating, and is scattered, and it considers as the mirror by which the opening limit was carried out. The area

size which serves as a plane mirror at the usual state of a center section is designed so that it may become the numerical aperture

which forms the optimal spot for printing a solid field beautifully.

[0059] The path of a spot is changed by actuation of only ON/OFF of the electrical signal of impression for the alternating voltage to

said optical element 1 1 , and the above configuration enables it to constitute the printer which can be beautiful and can print also

from the detailed portion of a pattern or a detailed solid field. It is not difficult for said optical element 1 1 to insert said optical

element 1 1 with this configuration at a semiconductor process in the optical system of the page printer which an element unit price

is also cheap since it can mass-produce, and is comparatively large-sized, and uses a mirror abundantly easily. Therefore, the

beautiful page printer of image quality is realizable by low cost.

[0060] (Example 4) Drawing 6 is explanatory drawing for other one example of this invention to explain an optical element.

[0061] An optical element consists of an electrode 9 attached in the crevice of a substrate 1 and said substrate, and a film 10

prepared so that said substrate might be covered. Said electrode 9 may be for producing and cheating out of electrostatic force

between said films 10 and said substrates 1, what vapor-deposited ITO is sufficient as it, and it may make a substrate a three-

tiered structure and may make it the configuration in which an electrode exists in the whole surface in a crevice.

[0062] The surrounding rectangle portion is a convex in the same height, and anode plate cementation of said substrate 1 is carried

out with said film 10 in this portion. Moreover, the rectangle-like crevice is the hollow field which has the space surrounded by said

film 10 and said substrate 1, though natural. Said films 10 are conductive films, such as silicon, and serve as the electrode at the

time of using electrostatic force. What is necessary is just to attach an electrode separately, if the material which are not

conductivity, such as a poly membrane, is used. Moreover, the laminating of the reflective films, such as gold or golden chromium,

is carried out so that the light which carries out incidence may be reflected in said substrate 1 of said film 10, and the field of the

side which does not counter with sufficient reflection factor.

[0063] Now, if the electrode 9 of said film 10 and said substrate 1 is made into this potential, said film 10 will form the flat field with

own tension. Therefore, the light which carried out incidence to said film 10 is reflected at the angle same as it is as an incident

angle.

[0064] Next, alternating voltage is impressed between the electrodes 9 of said film 10 and said substrate 1. That is, an electrode 9

and a film 10 have the potential difference periodically, or are made to become this potential. Then, among 2 persons, a suction

force occurs according to electrostatic force according to the potential difference. In the moment of having the potential difference,

elastic deformation is carried out in the direction which sees and becomes depressed from a reflector. On the other hand, in the
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moment of becoming this potential, a suction force is canceled and said film 10 tends to return to an again flat condition with

elasticity. By repeating said process, vibration occurs on said film 10.

[0065] Here, to the frequency of said alternating voltage, if the rigidity of said film 10 is high enough, it will synchronize with driver

voltage completely and said film 1 0 whole will vibrate by one. However, if the frequency of said alternating voltage exceeds

constant value when rigidity is not sufficiently high, it will become impossible for said film 10 to run by one. Consequently, a wave

occurs on said film 10 according to deformation, and it spreads toward the fixed end. It is reflected by said fixed end, and said wave
interferes with the wave of a basis, and forms on a film the standing wave decided by distance of wave velocity and the fixed end.

[0066] In this example, the boundary of the crevice of a substrate and heights is a straight line, and San-ya of the fixed gap which

has parallel lines knot and belly in this line is generated on said film 10. A dashed line shows this situation. When light carries out

incidence to said film 10, said film 10 functions as a diffraction grating of the reflective mold which has the property decided by the

pitch of said San-ya. That is, when the pitch of San-ya is set to p, it has the work which makes light diffract in the direction of theta

which fills n lambda/p=sin theta.

[0067] By the way, by changing the frequency of said alternating voltage, it is the phase of 1 for an integer of the fixed end, and

said pitch p can change the wavelength of said standing wave intentionally. That is, when this optical element is regarded as a

diffraction grating, the property can be changed and can control the angle of diffraction over specific wavelength free.

[0068] For example, if incidence of the white light is carried out to this optical element, the spectrum of the light will be carried out to

each color by diffraction. Furthermore, the direction which the component of each color diffracts can be decided with the frequency

of said alternating voltage. Therefore, if drive frequency is controlled to set up the aperture which catches the reflected light and to

make the light of the target color component diffract in the direction of said aperture, it is possible to take out a specific color

alternatively. That is, it can use as a color filter.

[0069] Drawing 7 is the example of the projector which used the optical element of this example. The projector of this example is

explained using drawing 6 and drawing 7 below.

[0070] A projector consists of the source 21 of the white light, a condenser lens 22, an optical element 27, the light-receiving lens

23, a light modulation element 24, a projection lens 25, and a control circuit 20. Incidence of the light which carried out outgoing

radiation is carried out to said optical element 23 through said condenser lens 22 from said source 21 of the white light. Said optical

element 23 is driven with the alternating voltage of a certain frequency fr. Therefore, in this condition, since the film 10 of said

optical element 27 is deforming in the shape of a wave in the pitch Pr, it functions as a diffraction grating of a reflective mold. A
diffraction grating diffracts incident light with the angle of diffraction according to the wavelength of incident light. Therefore, the

spectrum of the white light which carried out incidence is carried out to each color, such as red, green, and blue, and it reflects.

While said optical element is driving by fr, the light-receiving lens 23 is positioned so that the light of a red field may be caught.

[0071] Next, an optical element is driven with the alternating voltage of different frequency fg from said fr. Like the above, since this

optical element functions as a diffraction grating of a reflective mold, it carries out the spectrum of the white light which carried out

incidence to red, green, and blue, and reflects. However, since frequency differs, the gaps of deformation of the shape of a wave of

the surface of said optical element also differ, and an angle of diffraction also differs from the case of said fr. That is, green [ by

which the spectrum was carried out / the red and green ], and the direction in which a blue light is reflected differ from the case of

fr.

[0072] Here, said fg is set as a value in which the light of a green component carries out incidence to said lens 23, while said lens

23 is in a location as it is. Then, it is a red light when said optical element is driven by said fr, When it drives by said fg, it becomes
possible to catch a green light with said lens 23. That is, red and a green light can be alternatively taken out only by modification of

the drive frequency of said optical element, with optical system fixed.

[0073] Another frequency fb in which a blue light carries out incidence to said lens 23 can be set up still more nearly similarly. Then,

when it drives by said fb this time, it becomes possible to catch a blue light with said lens 23. That is, said optical element functions

as a color filter which can take out a colored light alternatively from the source of the white light only by the change of drive

frequency as mentioned above.

[0074] Incidence of the reflected light of said optical element 27 is carried out to said light modulation element 24 through said light-

receiving lens 23. Furthermore, the reflected light is expanded with said projection lens 25, and is led to a screen 26. Said control

circuit 20 is making it synchronize with said light modulation element 24, and changing fr, fg, and fb, and generates a color picture

by time sharing.

[0075] In the conventional projector, the color filter was rotated by the motor. Therefore, a large-scale thing, power consumption,

the noise, pyrexia, etc. had become a problem. On the other hand, with this configuration, such a device portion is also

unnecessary and small, a super-low power, and the color filter that is quiet and does not have pyrexia can be realized. Therefore, it

is possible to low-cost[ small, a light weight, and ]-ize a projector.

[0076] In addition, the place which invention shown by this example means is separating the color of the white light using the

element to which an angle of diffraction's is changed with an electrical signal. Therefore, not the thing to limit to the optical element

which showed said optical element by drawing 6 but other elements may realize.
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[0077] (Example 5) Scan optical system can be constituted again using the same optical element as an example 4 shown in

drawing 6 . That is, although it is the same as an example 4 to change the wavelength of said standing wave and to change an

angle of diffraction continuously by changing the frequency of said alternating voltage continuously, incident light is made into the

source of the homogeneous light, and optical system which reflects one light beam in a free angle is constituted. That is, said

optical element makes incident light diffract in the direction with which n lambda/p=sin theta is filled, when wavelength of theta and

incident light is set to lambda and it sets [ said pitch ] an integer to n for the angle of diffraction of p and said diffracted light. The

gap of the fixed end of said optical element and the frequency of said alternating voltage determine said pitch p. What is necessary

is for the angle which is going to deflect incident light to respond and just to change the frequency of said alternating voltage.

[0078] Moreover, what is necessary is just to make it the amplitude of deformation of the shape of said wave serve as the

abbreviation 1/4 for the wavelength of said light source, in order to make it diffract most efficiently. For example, supposing the

wavelength of said light source is 780nm, said amplitude is good if 195nm degree carries out. Said amplitude is determined on the

thickness of said film of said optical element, the depth of a crevice, the level of said alternating voltage, etc.

[0079] Moreover, the width of said electrode 9 may produce said standing wave more efficiently, if it is made into about 1/2 size of

said pitch p.

[0080] Drawing 8 is the example of the page printer which used the aforementioned effect. Hereafter, the page printer of this

example is explained using drawing 6 and drawing 8 .

[0081] A page printer consists of semiconductor laser 3, a collimator lens 14, a cylindrical lens 15, a mirror 34, an optical element

27, a spherical lens 17, a toric lens 18, a photoconductor drum 19, and a control circuit 20. The laser beam 21 which carried out

outgoing radiation from said semiconductor laser 3 serves as a beam of parallel light by said collimator lens 14, has a course

changed by the mirror 34 through said cylindrical lens 15, and carries out incidence to said optical element 27. The reflected light of

said optical element 27 is condensed on said photoconductor drum 19 through said spherical lens 17 and said toric lens 18. Said

optical element 27 changes the direction of a laser beam quickly within a fixed angle, and makes a photoconductor drum 19 top

scan. Said semiconductor laser 3, said optical element 27, and said photoconductor drum 19 are controlled by said control circuit

20. That is, while said control circuit 20 modulates the current which flows from a host computer to said semiconductor laser 3 after

changing data into reception and printing data according to said printing data, it is synchronized with said current, changes the

drive frequency of said optical element 27 continuously, and rotates said photoconductor drum 19. Thereby, the electrostatic latent

image of an image is formed on said photoconductor drum 19.

[0082] In the conventional page printer, the polygon mirror was rotated by the motor and the laser beam was scanned. Therefore, a

large size, power consumption, the noise, pyrexia, etc. had become a problem. Moreover, the method by the polygon mirror was
coming to the limit to the demand of high-speed printing. With this configuration, such a device portion is also unnecessary and

small, a super-low power, and high-speed scan optical system that is quiet and does not have pyrexia can be realized. Therefore, it

is possible to low-cost[ small, a light weight, and ]-ize a page printer.

[0083] In addition, the place which invention shown by this example means is scanning a laser beam using the element to which an

angle of diffraction's is changed with an electrical signal. Therefore, not the thing to limit to the optical element which showed said

optical element by drawing 6 but other elements may realize.

[0084] (Example 6) The optical element shown by drawing 6 can change the amplitude wave type [ on said film 10
] by changing

the level of said alternating voltage. That is, diffraction efficiency can be changed. If optical system which uses only the diffracted

light is constituted, it can use as a modulation element on the strength
[ optical ].

[0085] The example of the page printer which used the optical element of drawing 6 for drawing 9 as a modulation element on the

strength [ optical ] is shown. Hereafter, the page printer of this example is explained using drawing 6 and drawing 9 . A page printer

consists of the helium-Ne laser 28, the beam compressor 29, an optical element 27, a beam expander 30, the cylinder lens 31 , the

polygon mirror 16, a toroidal lens 32, a f-theta lens 33, a photoconductor drum 19, and a control circuit 20. Incidence of the laser

beam 21 which carried out outgoing radiation from said helium-Ne laser 28 is carried out to said optical element 27 by said beam
compressor 29. Said optical element 27 is driven with the alternating voltage of constant frequency. Therefore, it functions as a

diffraction grating and the primary
[
**] diffracted lights

[ secondary / 3rd ], such as are produced in addition to the zero-order

light reflected at the same angle as incident light. Said beam expander 30 is installed so that only +primary light may carry out

incidence. Incidence of the laser beam is carried out to said polygon mirror through said cylinder lens 31 . The reflected light of said

polygon mirror is condensed on said photoconductor drum 19 through said toroidal lens 32 and said f-theta lens 33 spherical lens.

Said polygon mirror 16 changes the direction of a laser beam quickly within a fixed angle by rotation, said photoconductor drum 19

top is made to scan, and an electrostatic latent image is formed on said photoconductor drum 19.

[0086] Now, diffraction efficiency is decided by the depth of the wave on said film 10 of an optical element here. Therefore, if the

level of the alternating voltage which is driving the optical element is changed and the deformation of said film 10 is operated, the

quantity of light of the primary
[ +] diffracted light which is carrying out incidence to the cylindrical lens is controllable. That is, it is

possible to carry out intensity modulation of the laser beam.

[0087] While said control circuit 20 changes the driver voltage of said optical element 27 after changing data into reception and
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printing data according to said printing data and modulates the reinforcement of a laser beam from a host computer, it is

synchronized with it and rotates said polygon mirror 16 and said photoconductor drum 19. Thereby, the electrostatic latent image of

an image is formed on said photoconductor drum 19.

[0088] Conventionally, by the device using gas laser, when intensity modulation was required, AOM etc. was used. The intensity

modulation of a laser beam is possible by the optical element of cheap this invention, without using an element like AOM with this

configuration. Therefore, it is possible to low-cost-ize a device. Moreover, the optical element of this invention by electrostatic force

has a response quicker than AOM double figures from a single figure. Therefore, the device of which a still more nearly high-speed

modulation is required is realizable.

[0089] In addition, the place which invention shown by this example means is carrying out intensity modulation of the laser beam
using the element to which an angle of diffraction's is changed with an electrical signal. Therefore, not the thing to limit to the

optical element which showed said optical element by drawing 6 but other elements may realize.

[0090]

[Effect of the Invention] According to this invention, the effect taken below is brought about.

[0091] (1) The optical element of this invention can change the condition of a flat mirror, and the condition of a diffraction grating by

simple control called impression/discharge of alternating voltage. If it constitutes so that only a part may change to a diffraction

grating, it can use as a mirror which has the function to restrict a numerical aperture.

[0092] Actuation of only impression/discharge of alternating voltage can constitute the optical arm head which can respond to DVD
and CD free from the optical arm head using the above optical elements. Moreover, in order to end with the configuration which

replaces with the conventional starting mirror and inserts said optical element, the number of components does not increase.

Moreover, said optical element can be easily mass-produced in a semiconductor process, and its element unit price is also cheap.

Moreover, since it is easy to make a reflection factor high, loss of light is also small. This sake, Even when applying a **** arm head

to the optical disk in which record like DVD-RAM is possible, laser with a comparatively small output can be managed. Therefore,

according to this invention, it is possible to offer the optical arm head and the account rec/play student equipment of optical which

can respond to the optical disk of CD/DVD, without causing the cost rise of equipment.

[0093] (2) If the optical element of this invention is constituted from the quality of the material of light transmission nature, a

transparent condition and the condition of a transmission grating can be changed by simple control called impression/discharge of

alternating voltage. If it constitutes so that only a part may change to a diffraction grating, it can use as a mirror which has the

function to restrict a numerical aperture.

[0094] With the optical arm head using the above optical elements, actuation of only ON/OFF of the electrical signal of impression

for the alternating voltage to said optical element enables a numerical aperture to constitute an optical arm head refreshable free in

a change, and DVD and CD. Although said optical element must newly be inserted with a **** arm head, as compared with the

method by the liquid crystal panel used with the optical arm head of the same configuration as usual, said optical element 1 1 can

be easily mass-produced in a semiconductor process, and its element unit price is also cheap. Moreover, compared with a liquid

crystal panel etc., loss of light is also far small. Therefore, it is possible to offer the optical arm head and the account rec/play

student equipment of optical which can respond to the optical disk of CD/DVD only by the change of an electrical signal, without

causing the cost rise of large equipment.

[0095] (3) It becomes possible to change the path of a spot and to constitute the printer which can be beautiful and can print also in

the detailed portion of a pattern or a detailed solid field from a page printer using the optical element of this invention by actuation

of only ON/OFF of the electrical signal of impression for the alternating voltage to said optical element. Moreover, although the path

of a spot is required of the rapidity of ns order to a change, the optical element of this invention by which an electrostatic drive is

carried out has sufficient rapidity which is not seen by other elements, such as a liquid crystal panel. Moreover, it is not difficult for

said optical element 1 1 to insert said optical element with this configuration at a semiconductor process in the optical system of the

page printer which an element unit price is also cheap since it can mass-produce, and is comparatively large-sized, and uses a

mirror abundantly easily. Therefore, the beautiful page printer of image quality is realizable by low cost.

[0096] (4) By changing the frequency of drive alternating voltage, the optical element of this invention can change the property as a

diffraction grating, and can control the angle of diffraction over specific wavelength free. For example, incidence of the white light is

carried out to this optical element, and if drive frequency is controlled to make the light of the target color component diffract in the

specific direction, it can use as a color filter which takes out a specific color alternatively.

[0097] In the projector which used the optical element of this invention for the color filter, it is possible small, a super-low power, a

light weight, and to low-cost-ize compared with the projector which rotates a color filter by the conventional motor.

[0098] (5) Moreover, since the optical element of this invention can control the angle of diffraction over specific wavelength free by

changing the frequency of drive alternating voltage, it can make incident light the source of the homogeneous light, and can

constitute scan optical system.

[0099] In the conventional page printer, the polygon mirror was rotated by the motor and the laser beam was scanned. Therefore, a

large size, power consumption, the noise, pyrexia, etc. had become a problem. Moreover, the method by the polygon mirror was
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coming to the limit to the demand of high-speed printing. In the page printer which used the optical element of this invention for

scan optical system, small, a super-low power, and the high-speed scan optical system that is quiet and does not have pyrexia are

realizable. Therefore, it is possible to !ow-cost[ small, a light weight, and ]-ize a page printer.

[0100] (6) Moreover, the optical element of this invention can change diffraction efficiency by changing the level of drive alternating

voltage. If optical system which uses only the diffracted light is constituted, it can use as a modulation element on the strength

[ optical ].

[0101] In the page printer using the optical element of this invention as a modulation element on the strength [ optical ], the intensity

modulation of a laser beam is possible by this cheap optical element, without using an element like AOM. Therefore, it is possible

to low-cost-ize a device. Moreover, since the response is quick, the optical element of this invention by electrostatic force can

realize the device of which a high-speed modulation is required.

[Translation done.]
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[J P, 11-11 91 22.A]

CLAIMS DETAILED DESCRIPTION TECHNICAL FIELD PRIOR ART EFFECT OF THE INVENTION TECHNICAL PROBLEM
MEANS DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS DRAWINGS

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] Explanatory drawing showing one example of the optical element of this invention.

[Drawing 2] Explanatory drawing for explaining one example of the optical arm head of this invention.

[Drawing 3] Explanatory drawing for explaining other one example of the optical element of this invention.

[Drawing 4] Explanatory drawing for explaining other one example of the optical arm head of this invention.

[Drawing 5] Explanatory drawing for explaining one example of the page printer of this invention.

[Drawing 6] Explanatory drawing for explaining other one example of the optical element of this invention.

[Drawing 7] Explanatory drawing for explaining one example of the projector of this invention.

[Drawing 8] Explanatory drawing for explaining other one example of the page printer of this invention.

[Drawing 9] Explanatory drawing for explaining other one example of the page printer of this invention.

[Drawing 10] Explanatory drawing for explaining an example of the conventional optical element.

[Drawing 11] Explanatory drawing showing an example of the conventional optical arm head.

[Drawing 12] Explanatory drawing for explaining an example of the conventional page printer.

[Drawing 13] Explanatory drawing showing an example of the conventional projector.

[Description of Notations]

1 Substrate

2 Reflective Film

3 Semiconductor Laser

4 Hologram

5 Collimator Lens

6 Starting Mirror

7 Objective Lens

8 Optical Disk

9 Electrode

10 Film

1 1 Optical Element

12 Photodiode

13 Liquefied Material

14 Collimator Lens

15 Cylindrical Lens

16 Polygon Mirror

17 Spherical Lens

18 Toric Lens

1 9 Photoconductor Drum

20 Control Circuit

21 Light Source

22 Condenser Lens

23 Light-receiving Lens

24 Light Modulation Element

25 Projection Lens

26 Screen

27 Optical Element

28 Helium-Ne Laser
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29 Beam Compressor

30 Beam Expander

31 Cylinder Lens

32 Toroidal Lens

33 F-theta Lens

34 Mirror

35 Color Filter

[Translation done.]
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